Human chromosome banding specific for electron microscopy.
Electron microscopy (EM) provides much higher resolution than that obtained with light microscopy (LM). Until now, however, no chromosome banding procedure specifically adapted for EM was available. To produce an easy and reproducible banding method that would allow accurate chromosome identification, we investigated the applicability of an immunochemical method. BrdU-substituted chromosomal regions can be accurately visualized by applying a monoclonal antibody against BrdU, followed by a gold-tagged secondary antibody. Since BrdU is incorporated during the last part of the S-phase, regions of darkly stained G- and C-bands are substituted. A characteristic C-banding pattern is revealed, and the G-banding obtained is sharp and allows discrimination between subbands. Its similarity with the classical G-banding observed by LM makes it easy to interpret and facilitates karyotyping.